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The documents, books and articles which has been actually cited in the thesis are only included in the Bibliography. In addition to these sources, much material has been explored, but found to contain little information relevant to the present study, and this has not been included here. For abbreviations used here and elsewhere in the thesis see the separate list of abbreviations. All manuscripts, printed works and English courses have been arranged in a chronological order. Modern works and articles have been arranged alphabetically, according to authors' surnames.

SOURCES

A - Persian and Urdu

(i) Historical Works


(ii) *Official documents, manuals, revenue statistics:*


21. Eīthe-433 contain pargana wise *jama'* (māl and sāīr separately stated) of the Mughal Empire at the close of Shahjahan's reign, alongwith *jama'* and ḥāsil figures for Muhammad Shah's period. (Dr. Shireen Moosvi kindly allowed me to use her notes of this manuscript).


23. Kāqhzāt-i Mutaffariqa' 18th (Br.Mues.Add. 6586 contains pargana list with the *jama'* dāmi for the last years of Aurangzeb's reign (Rotograph, Department of History, AMU).

25. *Akhbārāt* in Central Records Office Hyderabad. Some of these have been published alongwith English translations by Yousuf Husain Khan, *News Letters, 1767-1799*, Hyderabad, 1955.

(iii) Insha' Collections and Biographical Works:


27. Santokh Rai, *Inshā-ī Mansūr or Mansūr-ul Maktūbāt*, Letters written on behalf of Šafdar Jang, addressed to Emperor Muhammad Shah and Qamaruddîn Khan, the wazīr. These were compiled by one Awadhi L'al, 1212 AH/1803. Unique manuscript in Tagore Library, Lucknow, University.

28. Munshi In'amullah Raqhib, *Ausaf-al Āsaf*, Aligarh Abdul Salām 430/1 Fārsi, the year of compilation in 1199 AH; Transcribed 1202 AH. The second Chapter of the vol.2 contain letters, despatches, petitions and *parwānas*.

29. Shah Ashraf 'Ata, *Bayāz*, Ms. 1215/1807 (year on seal) At the end of this *bayāz*, a list is appended giving the details of the possessions of Shah Karīm 'Ata, father of the autør (FKC).

30. Shah Panāh 'Ata, *Rauzat-ul Arwāh*, Ms. 1246/1838 (the date of transcriptions) contains copies of the letters exchanged between the ancestors of the compiler and the Emperor princes & notables (KKC).

31. Shah Thulām 'Ali Shah, *Miskhāt-un Nubuwāh*, Ms.1212/1804 (the date of transcription) contains genealogies of mystics, etc. (In the private collection of Dr. Sulaiman Siddiqi, Osmania University Hyderabad).

(iv) **Documents from private families collections**

33. Documents in the Central Record Office Allahabad. The documents used by me are those accessioned in the first series, and these have been cited as 'Allahabad' with the accession number following. Since these have recently been rearranged the new number are prefaced with the letters RAA. These include an original copy of the *sanad* of Sher Shah stipulating the obligations of the *madad-i ma'āsh* grantees (RAA-318). The farman of Aurangzeb (c.1690) relating to rules of succession to *madad-i ma'āsh* is RAA-1880.

34. Collection of acquired documents, National Archives of India, New Delhi. These have been cited as NAI, followed by accession numbers.

35. Bilgirian Documents belonging to 16th-18th centuries, Research Library, Department of History, AMU. The 16th century documents have been calendared by Professor Irfan Habib. See No. 81 of this bibliography.

36. Firangi Mahal Documents, Research Library, Department of History, AMU. The collection includes one of Akbar's earliest known farman of 1559 confirming *madad-i ma'āsh* rights of the ancestors of the Pirangi Mahal family.

37. Khairābād Documents belonging to 16th-19th centuries, Research Library, Department of History, AMU. These have been calendared by Dr. Iqbal Husain. See No. 85 of this bibliography.
38. Jais Documents belonging to 17th-19th centuries, Research Library, Department of History, AMU.

39. Collection of Documents Tagore Library, Lucknow University. All these documents to a family of qanungos, pargana Lahorpur, sarkar Khairabad. These have been calendared by me. See no. 33 of this bibliography.


41. Documents relating to the mystic family of Salon:


(iv) Shah Alam II, Farmān confirming all the these existing madad-i ma'āsh rights of Shah Karim 'Ata including a number of havelī, gardens, chaks and a number of villages (KKC).

(v) Iqrārnāma, executed by Shah Karim 'Ata in favour of his eldest son Shah Ashraf 'Ata effecting transfer of the madad-e ma'āsh holdings in full proprietary rights, dated 11th zilhiz 1238/1822 (KKC).
(vi) *Iqrār-nāmah*, executed by Shah Karim 'Ata in favour of his second son Shah Panāh 'Ata, where an attempt was made to restore the *wَاْرَف* character of the properties/question dated 6th jamad I 1248/1832 (KKC).

(vii) *Wājib-ul a*r* of the villages Panah Nagar, Hayāt Nagar, Karim Nagar, Dhānkesra and Barwalia, *pargana* Salon, district Rae Bareli (KKC). These were compiled in the course of first revenue settlement in Awadh after the mutiny.

(viii) *Sawaj-e 'am* of *pargana* Parshadepur and Salon, district Rae Bareli (KKC). These were also compiled during the first revenue settlement in Awadh after the mutiny.

### English

42. Foreign Secret Consultations, 1777 and 1778 NAI Delhi.

43. Foreign Department Secret Consultations, 1780, NAI, Delhi.


45. J.V. Valentia, *Voyages and Travel in India, Cyclone, the Red Sea, Abyssinia and Egypt 1802-6*, 3 vols, London, 1809.


50. W.H. Lawrance, 'Kingdom of Oudh' published in *Calcutta Review*, 1845 (iii)


R.D. Reeves's introduction to an abridgement of this work (No. 10 of this Bibliography) is indispensable for understanding the background to the original Diary.

54. Board of Revenue Papers, Lucknow, The files of Rae Bareli district relating to 1861-2 and of Oudh general relating to 1858 have been used.

56. C.U. Aitchinson, Collection of treaties engagements and Sunnud: relating to In. and neighbouring countries, 6 vol., Calcutta 1376 (Vol. II has been used).


MODERN WORKS


59. A.A. Azmi, 'Ta'allugadars in the kingdom of Awadh' paper read in Indian History Congress (1965) Cyclostyled.

60. A.A. Azmi, 'Position of Agriculture and Economy of the Nawabi Cutch, BTIC, 1967 (Patiala) Session,


62. Shah 'Adi 'Ata, 'Muntakhabat-e Sa'adi ka bāb dūm' (Urdu), Mussanif Quarterly, Vol. XIII, Aligarh, 1946(1), The author reproduces Persian texts of the letters addressed to the mystics of Salon by the Mughal princes and other notables during the 18th & 19th century, along with a short summary in Urdu.

64. Darogha Haji Abbas Ali, *An Illustrated Historical Album of Rajas and Ta'allugadars of Oudh*, Allahabad, 1880.


69. Cambridge Economic History of India, ed. Tapan R. Chaudhary and Irfan Habib, Delhi, 1982.


71. Census of India (1911) Calcutta 1913. This volume contains figures from the earlier censuses (beginning with those of the 1872 census).


74. Department of Revenue and *Agricultural Statistics of India* (Calcutta, Issues of 1884-5 and 1885-6).


81. Irfan Habib, 'Aspects of Agrarian Relations and Economy in a Region of Uttar Pardesh during the 16th century' *IESHR*, IV (iii) 1967.


84. Irfan Habib, 'Studying Colonialism without perching Colonialization Centre of South Asian Studies, University of Cambridge, 1984 (Cyclostyled). However, this article has been published in *Modern Asian Review* (iii) and *Social Scientists*, No. 139.


94. Shireen Moosvi, 'Production, consumption and population in Akbār's India', IES'89 x(ii) 1973.

96. Shireen Moosvi, 'Magnitude of Land Revenue Demand and the income of the Mughal ruling class under Akbar' Medieval India - A Miscellany, IV Aligarh, 1977.


100. H.R. Nevill, District Gazetteers of the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh, various vols. one for each district, Lucknow.


   This volume has been used for the informative introduction by Reeves. For Sleeman's own work, see No. 53 of this Bibliography.


107. K. R. Trivedi, 'Changes in caste composition of the Zamindar class in Western Uttar Pradesh, 1595-c. 1900' Indian Historical Review, 11(1) 1975.


